The Brussels Times and FiscalNote Announce Partnership to Provide
Expert Analysis through “EU Policy Tracking” Newsletter
BRUSSELS--(NOV-12-2020) -- FiscalNote, a global technology and media company headquartered in
Washington, DC, and The Brussels Times, Belgium’s largest English daily news outlet, have launched a
weekly newsletter highlighting policy updates and analysis on developments in the European Union.
The “EU Policy Tracking Newsletter,” distributed by The Brussels Times, delivers weekly updates
produced by FiscalNote’s EU policy experts based in Brussels. This newsletter provides news as well as
expert insight as to what to expect from the Commission, the European Parliament and the Council of
the European Union. To date, the EU Policy Tracking newsletter is followed by over 20,000 EU Affairs
professionals.
“The success of this newsletter cements the appetite for easily digestible, relevant and valuable policy
analysis on the ground in Brussels” said Arnaud Sonnet, Managing Director of FiscalNote Europe.
“FiscalNote’s global reach continues to expand, and partnerships like this allow us to provide our expert
analysis to a larger network of policy practitioners who need real-time resources.”
This partnership builds upon FiscalNote’s global expansion in the policy and government affairs space,
particularly in Europe. In 2018, FiscalNote acquired Brussels-based Shungham, whose flagship product
“EU Issue Tracker” was known as a reliable provider of systematic regulatory and legislative intelligence
about European Union issues.
“We are thrilled to collaborate with FiscalNote to empower the Brussels community with the right
information to navigate EU member state policy,” The Brussels Times said. “By consolidating the latest
news, analysis, and upcoming events in one easily digestible format, we’re meeting readers on-the-go
and giving them what they need to do their jobs well.”
Readers can subscribe to The EU Policy Tracking Newsletter on The Brussels Times website.
About FiscalNote

FiscalNote is a global technology and media company focused on delivering timely and relevant
policy information in a complex and evolving world. More than 4,000 clients worldwide rely on
FiscalNote for policy news & analysis, tracking, stakeholder management, collaboration and
advocacy tools.
To learn more about FiscalNote and its family of brands visit www.FiscalNote.com. To learn more about
FiscalNote’s EU Issue Tracker, visit www.fiscalnote.eu.
About The Brussels Times
Established in 1965, The Brussels Times is today Belgium’s largest daily news outlet in English with over
2 million visits per month online and a print circulation of 20,000 copies. The Brussels Times’s newsroom
provides continuous coverage on EU Affairs, Business, general news, op-eds and many other topic areas.

Its readership consists of EU Affairs professionals, business leaders, decision makers and influencers in
Brussels, Belgium, and wider Europe.
To learn more about The Brussels Times, visit www.BrusselsTimes.com

For media inquiries, contact press@fiscalnote.com or call 202.793.5314.

